
Stockwood Meadows – a summary of the management plan 

 

Brief Description 
In 1994, the site was bought by Plantlife with funds from Timotei. Since 1996 the site has been managed by 
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust on behalf of Plantlife.   Situated at SO 998586 north-west of Inkberrow. 
 
The meadows, less than 2 hectares in size, are a fine example of the scarce and declining National Vegetation 
Classification Type MG 5 (mesotrophic grassland).  Situated on the damp rich soils of the Lias clays of north-
east Worcestershire, comprised of two meadows, the smaller meadow is fairly flat, but with a number of 
undulations in it, one of which is wet enough to hold water in wet periods, at the western end it slopes 
slightly down to a small brook which flows south-west into the second meadow.  This meadow is split into 
two by the stream, a narrow sling up to about 10 metres wide is on the western side and a larger slightly 
higher area on the eastern side.  Along the stream are lower areas with wetter soils and slight banks. 
 
The hedges within the location are on the whole large and species-rich.  Many hedges contain trees and 
varying amounts of species. These are, therefore, of particular value when being used as wildlife corridors. 
 
The reserve, a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) notified in 1994, is part of the Piddle Brook corridor 
which lies within Worcestershire Wildlife Trust’s Forest of Feckenham Living Landscape, one of the best 
remaining complexes of unimproved neutral grassland in the county and Natural England’s Severn and Avon 
Vales national character area.   
 
Due to its small size and the sensitivity of the grassland to repeated trampling this site can only be visited by 
obtaining a permit from Lower Smite Farm.   
 
Management Aims 
The primary objective is to maintain the diversity and quality of the meadow.  
 
Hedgerows will be managed though periodic flailing to maintain their shape.  Where blackthorn sends out 
suckers these will be cut back on rotation to prevent encroachment into the meadow.  This will be done on a 
4 year cycle to ensure that there are suitable opportunities for brown hairstreak butterfly egg laying.    
 
Rationale 
Worcestershire holds around 20% of the remaining grassland resource. Should further adjacent land become 
available, restoration and recreation would be possible and would benefit the SSSI. The MG5 grassland 
community within the two fields which comprise Stockwood meadows is now quite isolated from other 
unimproved pastures.  The majority of surrounding fields are agricultural, cereal or oilseed rape, with a few 
fields kept as paddocks. 
 
In this region on these soils, grassland is not the climax community, but a semi-natural habitat maintained by 
cutting and grazing. If these pressures were to be relaxed the vegetation would eventually pass through a 
succession from scrub to woodland and lose much of its present floristic interest. Continuing traditional 
grassland management, with cutting of a hay crop in July and grazing the aftermath will retain and enhance 
the biological interest of the site.  
 
Summary of Management 
 
Grassland areas: 

 Carry out late hay cut after 7th July to prevent deterioration in the sward while allowing meadow 
plants to seed. 

 Carry out aftermath grazing, removing the stock by 31st November each year  



 Record the hay cut date, duration of grazing and livestock numbers annually 

 Control injurious weeds to prevent them occupying more than 5% of the sward 

 Monitor the grassland to assess management 

 Manage hedge boundaries to maintain them as valuable wildlife features. 

 Manage the stream to maintain its diversity and prevent excessive flooding 

 Control the snowberry through cutting and treatment with herbicide 
 
General: 

 Maintain site infrastructure. 

 Maintain contact with Plantlife  


